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1. (a) Show that

(b) Hence find, for

sin 20 = tan9
l+cos20

180' < I < 180'. all the solutions of

(2)

2 sin20
1+cos2d

Give your answen to 1 decimal place.
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2. A curve C has equation

35
l= - '  ^ ,  x+ --  (s -3x) '  3 g= s(s-3f

The point P on C has -r-coordinate 2. Find an equation ofthe normal to C at P in the form
ax + by + c = 0, where a, b and c are integers.

(7)



-t. f(r) = 4.ot"" t - 4x +l , where x is in radians.

Show that there is a root a of f(x)=Q inthe interval 11.2,1.31.

Show that the equation f("r) = g 
"un 

be written in the form

(2)

11
x=-+-

sinx 4

(c) Use the iterative formula

' , , ,= I+1 '  xo- I '25 '
sln r, 4

to calculate the values of xr, x, and x,, giving your answers to 4 decimal places.
(3)

(d) By considering the change of sign of f(:r) in a suitable interval, veri$ that
a:I.29I correct to 3 decimal places.

(2\

taJ

(b)

(2)



4. The function f is defined by

f  : . r r+12; r -5 j  ,  xeR

(a) Sketch the graph with equation y = 11y;, showing the coordinates ofthe points where
the graph cuts or meets the axes.

(2)

(b )  So lve  f (x )=154t .
(3)

The function g is defined by

g :x t ->  x ' -4x+ I ,  - r€R,  0 ( - r (5

Find fg(2).

Find the range of g.

(c)

(d)

(2)

(3)t(-)

(z.sro)

lzr-s\ = tS+r 2:--S=tS+lL
d- =ZO

- (zr-s) = ls+
' lO=$t-

,c=€

ltc) egc,-) =Q(t-A(il*r) 'fks) = l-6-sl =

d) $*)= 
(x4"-q-+1 = (x-DLg

stL) 0anqe-
" -3ng*'



3.

Figure 1

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the curve Cwith the equation ,=(2x2 -5x+2)e-'.

(a) Find the coordinates of the point where C crosses the y-axis. 
\=L . )v

(b) Show that C crosses the.r-axis at x=2 and find the x-coordinate of the other point
where C crosses the x-axis. 

(3)

,'^ \ tr.i-i Y
OI

(d) Hence find the exact coordinates of the furning points ofC.

(3)

(s)

at?-: \  I  al L- Sr-+
aE+ *2:

=Q





6.

Figure 2

Figure 2 shows a sketch of the curve with the equation ,v = f(t), r € R.
The curve has a tuming point aI A(3 , - 4) and also passes through the point (0, 5) '

(a) Write down the coordinates of the point to which I is transformed on the curve with
equatlon

11; y=lr(x)1, (gr+)

( i i )  y:2r()x).  (61-S)

(b) Sketch the curve with equation

v = f(lrD

On your sketch show the coordinates of all tuming points and the coordinates of the
point at which the curve cuts the y-axis.

(3)

The curve with equation .y = f(x) is a translation of the curve with equation y = x'?.

(c) Find f(x).
(2)

(d) Explain why the function f does not have an inverse.
(l)

(4)



c tu\aqn
J/J

r(&-3f-q-
j) f(r) ts uof ono \oono=; sr> tC a^^ 

"othqr_ue- ou+_t^\^efsR-

Crt C^rU Ua,re. or \nverse- te -tt.e- bna,rr
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1 (a) Express 2sin9-1.5cosd in the form Rsin(d-a),where

Give the value of a to 4 decimal places.

R > 0 and 0." . t  .

(3)

(b) (i) Find the maximum value of 2sind 1.5cosd.

(ii) Find the value of d, for 0 ( 6 ( z, at which this maximum occurs'
(3)

Tom models the height ofsea water, 11metres, on a particular day by the equation

H =6 +2si'(+)-rs*'(#)' o< I < 12,

where I hours is the number of hours after midday.

(c) calculate the maximum value of ll predicted by this model and the value of l,

to 2 decimal places, when this maximum occurs.
(3)

(d) calculate, to the nearest minute, the times when the height ofsea water is predicted,

by this model, to be 7 metres. 
(6)

1' 4-4firrs

= o.q lls -. ,'
-- -f;2h{rynrurr53nn



8. (a) Simplify tu1ly

2x'+ 9x - 5
x2  +2x-15

Given that

ln(2x2 + 9x- 5)= 1+ln(x2 +2x -15), x + -5,

(b) find "r in terms of e.

(3)

-5

n l2:L'+1x-5 \=t a lnl2Lt

2_-Z




